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Preface

This guide describes how to use Oracle Communications Customer Experience 
Analytics to view subscriber service habits, identify subscribers with service issues, or 
locate subscribers that match or do not match specific target bases.

Audience
This guide is intended for marketing personnel, who manage product campaigns and 
support personnel, who identify and solve subscriber issues.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle 
Accessibility Program website at 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support 
through My Oracle Support. For information, visit 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing 
impaired.

Document Revision History
The following table lists the revision history for this document: 

Version Date Description 

E64311-01 September 2015 Initial release.
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1Working with Customer Experience Analytics

This chapter describes how to work with Oracle Communications Customer 
Experience Analytics.

About Customer Experience Analytics
Customer Experience Analytics is a browser-based application used to understand a 
subscriber’s service habits, identify subscribers with service issues, and identify 
subscribers for sales opportunities.

The Customer Experience Analytics user interface provides functions that:

■ Transform subscriber’s current data into graphical reports that display a 
subscriber's telecom habits and usage metrics based on key performance 
indicators (KPIs), subscriber service issues, customer experience, and upgrade 
opportunities.

■ Find specific subscribers or filter subscribers based on KPIs to create groups of 
subscribers that match or do not match specific target bases. For example, 
subscribers who have a pre-paid plan.

■ Create metric reports, which contain subscriber details including their KPI metrics. 
For a single subscriber the report is exported as an HTML file and for a group of 
subscribers the report is exported as an CSV file. 

Getting Started with Customer Experience Analytics
When you log into Customer Experience Analytics, the Customer Experience 
Analytics landing page appears.

From this page, do the following: 

■ Access data about subscribers. Click Search, to find a subscriber and access their 
Customer dashboard. For more information, see "About the Customer 
Dashboard".

■ Group subscribers by various indicators. Click Segmentation, to apply filters to 
create groups. For more information, see "About the Segmentation Page".

To navigate back to the landing page, click anywhere in the branding bar.

About the Customer Dashboard
The Customer dashboard enables you to handle subscriber issues in a timely manner. 
For example, when a subscriber calls into customer support with an issue, you can 
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check their Customer dashboard to see how many support requests have been 
assigned and resolved for the subscriber that current month. 

The Customer dashboard displays the subscriber’s name, current plan information, 
and their KPI usage metrics, which can be exported to an HTML file.

The lower section of the Customer dashboard displays metrics on the subscriber, 
divided into the following categories:

■ Service Quality, which displays metrics on the network quality the subscriber has 
experienced during the current calendar month. For more information, see 
"Service Quality Views".

■ Customer Metrics, which displays metrics that help you determine the 
subscriber’s value and whether they are likely to end their current service with 
you. For more information, see "Customer Metrics Views".

■ Customer Experience, which displays metrics on the subscriber’s experience with 
their current service. For more information, see "Customer Experience Views".

Each category section expands to display graphical KPI views. The title of the KPI 
view expands to display a description of the KPI.

Related Topics
Finding a Subscriber

Key Performance Indicator Views

Creating a Metrics Report for a Single Subscriber

About the Segmentation Page
You can identify groups of subscribers that may be considering cancelling their service 
with you (churn probability) or may benefit from a new or upgraded plan with the 
Segmentation page.

The Segmentation page contains KPI filters, which when applied reduces the list of 
current subscribers into smaller groups for specific target bases. For example, you can 
create a list of subscribers that may benefit from a new plan.

For more information, see "Identifying Groups of Subscribers".

Related Topics
KPI Search Definitions

Identifying Groups of Subscribers

Finding a Subscriber
You can search for a subscriber to access the subscriber’s Customer dashboard.

To find a subscriber:

1. In the Customer Experience Analytics landing page, click Search. 

The Search page appears. 

2. In the Customer Phone Number field, enter the subscriber’s phone number.

The Customer dashboard appears.
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3. To navigate out of the Customer dashboard, click anywhere on the branding bar.

Related Topics
About the Customer Dashboard

Creating a Metrics Report for a Single Subscriber

Identifying Groups of Subscribers
You can identify groups of subscribers who have issues or who can benefit from new 
or upgraded plans with the Segmentation page.

To identify groups of subscribers:

1. In the Customer Experience Analytics landing page, click Segmentation.

The Segmentation page appears.

2. From the Search Definition list, select a KPI that matches your search criteria with 
which to filter the customer base.

3. Do one of the following: 

■ To specify a range, enter the smallest and largest number.

■ To specify a date, enter a date.

■ To specify a plan type, remove unwanted plan types from the search criteria 
by clicking the x of the unwanted plan type.

To restore a plan type, click in the box where the plan types reside and select 
the plan type.

A list of subscribers that fit the criteria appears in the Results table.

4. (Optional) To further filter your list of subscribers, click the New KPI link, which 
adds another Search Definition list for you to choose another search criteria.

An updated list of subscribers that fit the criteria appears in the Results table.

5. (Optional) Click Export as CSV, which exports the list of subscribers as a CSV file. 

For more information, see "Creating a Metrics Report for Multiple Subscribers".

6. (Optional) From the Results table, click on a subscriber to view their Customer 
dashboard.

For more information, see "About the Customer Dashboard".

7. To navigate out of the Segmentation page, click anywhere on the branding bar.

Related Topics
KPI Search Definitions

Creating a Metrics Report for Multiple Subscribers

About the Customer Dashboard

Note: After entering a few digits, a list of possible phone numbers is 
displayed. 
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Exporting Subscriber Information
You can save metrics on a single subscriber by exporting the subscriber details as an 
HTML file or save the metrics for a list of subscribers by exporting a list of subscribers 
as a CSV file.

Creating a Metrics Report for a Single Subscriber 
A metrics report for a single subscriber is an exact copy of the subscriber’s Customer 
dashboard in its current state. 

The metrics report is saved as an HTML file, which can be stored on your computer to 
view at another time or you can share it with others.

The HTML file retains all the functionality, format, and captured metrics of the 
subscriber’s Customer dashboard. It does not require the Customer Experience 
Analytics application.

To create a metrics report for a single subscriber:

1. In the Customer Experience Analytics landing page, click Search. 

The Search page appears. 

2. In the Customer Phone Number field, enter a subscriber’s phone number whose 
details you want to export as an HTML file.

The Customer dashboard appears.

3. Click Download.

The Save As dialog box appears.

4. Browse to the directory in which you want to save the HTML file. 

5. (Optional) In the File name field, enter a name for the HTML file. 

By default, the report files are named report.html. 

6. Click Save.

7. To navigate out of the Customer dashboard, click anywhere on the branding bar.

Related Topics
Identifying Groups of Subscribers

Finding a Subscriber

Creating a Metrics Report for Multiple Subscribers
You can export the metrics for a list of subscribers as a CSV file.

To create a metrics report for multiple subscribers:

1. In the Segmentation page, create a list of subscribers. 

For more information, see "Identifying Groups of Subscribers".

2. Click Export as CSV.

The Save As dialog box appears.

3. Browse to the directory in which you want to save the CSV file. 

4. (Optional) In the File name field, enter a name for the CSV file. 

By default, Export as CSV files are named export.csv.
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5. Click Save.

6. To navigate out of the Segmentation page, click anywhere on the branding bar.

Related Topics
Identifying Groups of Subscribers

Note: A CSV file does not always retain all the information 
contained within the Customer Experience Analytics dashboard. If 
you want to retain everything save each subscriber in your list as an 
HTML file.
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2Customer Experience Analytics Reference

This chapter provides reference information for Oracle Communications Customer 
Experience Analytics.

Key Performance Indicator Views
Customer Experience Analytics transforms current subscriber data into graphical 
reports based on key performance indicators (KPIs), which display a subscriber's 
telecommunications, usage, service issues, customer experience, and upgrade 
opportunities. 

The KPI views are displayed on the subscriber’s Customer dashboard under the 
following categories:

■ Service Quality Views

■ Customer Metrics Views

■ Customer Experience Views

Service Quality Views
The Service Quality section displays KPI views on the quality of the network the 
subscriber has experienced during the current calendar month. 

Table 2–1 describes the Service Quality KPI views:

Table 2–1 Service Quality Views

KPI Metric Description

Answer Seizure Ratio 
(ASR)

The percentage of calls fully established (answered calls) for this subscriber. 

The Answer Seizure Ratio (ASR) is a network quality measurement based on the 
number of calls delivered and answered by the called party. The percentage is 
calculated by the total number of answered calls, divided by the total number of 
attempted calls (known as seizures).

Answer Seizure Ratio in 
Context (ASR)

The percentage of calls fully established for this subscriber in relation to all active 
subscribers on the network.

Service Availability - NER The percentage of calls delivered successfully by the network for this subscriber.

The Network Efficiency Ratio (NER) is a network quality measurement based on the 
number of calls delivered to the called terminal device. The percentage is based on 
the network's ability to deliver a call and is calculated by the total number of 
delivered calls (including busy signals, unanswered calls, and rejected calls), divided 
by the total number of attempted calls.

Service Availability in 
Context - NER

The percentage of calls delivered successfully by the network for this subscriber in 
relation to all active subscribers on the network.
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Customer Metrics Views
The Customer Metrics section displays KPI views that show you a subscriber’s value 
and whether they are likely to end their current service with you. 

Table 2–2 describes the Customer Metrics KPI views:

Customer Experience Views
The Customer Experience section displays KPI views on the subscriber’s experience 
with their current service. 

Table 2–3 describes the Customer Experience KPI views:

Table 2–2 Customer Metrics KPI Views

KPI Metric Description

Call Volume The amount of time this subscriber spent making calls in the current calendar month.

Churn Probability The percentage indicates how dissatisfied this subscriber is with your current service.

The percentage is based on several factors, including a subscribers demographic, 
service quality, tariff plan, calling usage, and interaction with support personnel. For 
more information, see the discussion of the churn prediction model in Oracle 
Communications Data Model Reference.

Churn Probability in 
Context

The percentage indicates how dissatisfied this subscriber is with your current service 
in relation to all active subscribers on the network.

Data Volume The amount of data this subscriber transferred in the current calendar month.

Life-Time Value The expected lifetime value of this subscriber. 

The value is based on the customer lifetime value (CLV), which predicts the amount 
of revenue a subscriber will generate for the service provider over a given period of 
time. For more information, see the discussion of the customer lifetime value in 
Oracle Communications Data Model Reference.

Money Spent The amount of money this subscriber spent in the current calendar month.

Note: If the subscriber has a prepaid plan, this value might be 0.

Table 2–3 Customer Experience KPI Views

KPI Metric Description

First Call Resolution The percentage of service requests resolved for this subscriber in the current calendar 
month.

The First call resolution (FCR) is a measurement that tracks the efficiency of customer 
care agents by the amount of service requests resolved in the first contact with the 
subscriber. 

Note: If 0 is displayed, check the Number of Service Problems KPI to determine 
whether a service problem was raised in this current calendar month. 

Number of Calls The number of fully established calls (answered calls) this subscriber made in the 
current calendar month.

Number of Dropped Calls The number of fully established calls (answered calls) this subscriber made in the 
current calendar month that were disconnected by a network component before the 
call was completed.

Number of Service 
Problems

The number of service requests this subscriber raised in the current calendar month. 
This number is based on all available customer support channels, such as online 
support, phone calls, and email.

Note: This number includes those service requests resolved in the current calendar 
month.
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KPI Search Definitions
The Segmentation page contains KPI filters, which you can apply to reduce the list of 
current subscribers into smaller groups that can be used for specific target bases. The 
filters are based on KPIs and subscriber plan information.

Table 2–4 describes the KPI search definitions:

Number of Short Calls The number of fully established calls (answered calls) that lasted less than 10 seconds 
this subscriber made in the current calendar month. 

A large number of short calls can indicate network or device issues.

Problems Resolved on 
First Call

The number of service requests resolved by customer support on the first contact 
with this subscriber in the current calendar month. This number is based on all 
available customer support channels, such as online support, phone calls, and email.

Ratio of Dropped Calls The percentage of fully established calls (answered calls) this subscriber made that 
were disconnected by a network component before the call was completed against 
the number of calls this customer made, in the current calendar month.

Ratio of Short Calls The percentage of fully established calls (answered calls) that lasted less than 10 
seconds this subscriber made in the current calendar month.

The percentage is calculated by the number of short calls divided the amount of fully 
established calls. 

Table 2–4 KPI Search Definitions

KPI Filter Description

Account Creation Subscribers who started their service with you on a specific date.

Answer Seizure Ratio 
(ASR)

Subscribers whose percentage of fully established calls for the current calendar 
month is within your entered range.

Call Volume Subscribers whose amount of time spent making calls for the current calendar month 
is within your entered range. 

Churn Probability Subscribers whose churn percentage for the current calendar month is within your 
entered range. 

Data Volume Subscribers whose amount of transferred data in the current calendar month is 
within your entered range. 

First Call Resolution Subscribers whose number of resolved service requests in the current calendar month 
is within your entered range. 

Lifetime Value Subscribers whose expected life time value is within your entered range. 

Money Spent Subscribers whose amount of money spent in the current calendar month is within 
your entered range. 

Number of Calls Subscribers whose number of fully established calls made in the current calendar 
month is within your entered range. 

Number of Dropped Calls Subscribers whose number of dropped calls in the current calendar month is within 
your entered range. 

Number of Service 
Problems

Subscribers whose number of service requests raised through all available customer 
support channels in the current calendar month is within your entered range. 

Number of Short Calls Subscribers whose number of short calls in the current calendar month is within your 
entered range. 

Plan Type Subscribers who have the selected plan type.

Table 2–3 (Cont.) Customer Experience KPI Views

KPI Metric Description
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Problems Resolved on 
First Call

Subscribers whose number of service requests resolved by customer support on the 
first contact in the current calendar month is within your entered range. 

Ratio of Dropped Calls Subscribers whose percentage of dropped calls in the current calendar month is 
within your entered range.

Ratio of Short Calls Subscribers whose percentage of short calls in the current calendar month is within 
your entered range.

Service Availability - NER Subscribers whose percentage of calls delivered successfully by the network is within 
your entered range.

Table 2–4 (Cont.) KPI Search Definitions

KPI Filter Description
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